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Abstract

Cannabis enables and enhances the subjective sense of well-being by stimu-
lating the endocannabinoid system (ECS), which plays a key role in modu-
lating the response to stress, reward, and their interactions. However, over
time, repeated activation of the ECS by cannabis can trigger neuroadap-
tations that may impair the sensitivity to stress and reward. This effect, in
vulnerable individuals, can lead to addiction and other adverse consequences.
The recent shift toward legalization of medical or recreational cannabis has
renewed interest in investigating the physiological role of the ECS as well as
the potential health effects, both adverse and beneficial, of cannabis. Here
we review our current understanding of the ECS and its complex physio-
logical roles. We discuss the implications of this understanding vis-á-vis the
ECS’s modulation of stress and reward and its relevance to mental disorders
in which these processes are disrupted (i.e., addiction, depression, posttrau-
matic stress disorder, schizophrenia), along with the therapeutic potential of
strategies to manipulate the ECS for these conditions.
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INTRODUCTION

The search for a state of mental relaxation and well-being is one of the factors driving the
widespread consumption of cannabis. The most frequently abused illicit substance worldwide,
cannabis is consumed regularly by about 2.4% of the world population (approximately 181 million
people in 2013) (1). The principal psychoactive component of cannabis is �9-tetrahydrocannabinol
(THC), which acts as an orthosteric agonist for cannabinoid receptors and mediates both the
positive and negative effects of cannabis. The cannabinoid receptors are part of the brain’s endo-
cannabinoid system (ECS), which modulates multiple neurobiological processes including reward
and stress, a fact that is relevant for understanding not just the recreational use of cannabis but
also its therapeutic potential. This review focuses on the role of the ECS in the modulation of
stress responses, its interaction with the reward system in the brain, and the implications of this
emerging understanding for cannabis abuse, mental illnesses, and therapeutics.

COMPONENTS OF THE ENDOCANNABINOID SYSTEM

The ECS is a receptor-based signaling system composed of three core elements: enzymes that
synthesize endocannabinoid agonists (ECBs), receptors that respond to agonists by triggering
intracellular signaling cascades, and transporters and enzymes that remove ECBs from the re-
ceptor vicinity. Two ECBs—N-arachidonoylethanolamide (AEA, also known as anandamide) and
2-arachidonyl glycerol (2-AG)—are structurally similar but synthesized and degraded by separate
pathways. Both agonists can act on the two known cannabinoid receptors described in the next
section, although AEA is also an agonist for transient receptor potential vanilloid 1 (TRPV1) re-
ceptors. Additionally, there is debate about whether ECBs interact with lysophosphatidylinositol-
sensitive receptors and peroxisome proliferator-activated receptors under physiological
conditions.

Receptors

The two known cannabinoid receptors, designated type 1 (CB1R) and type 2 (CB2R), are
Gi/o protein–coupled, seven-transmembrane domain receptors (GPCRs) with different tissue
distributions and functions. The CB1R is the most abundantly expressed GPCR in the central
nervous system (CNS) (2, 3), and in the human brain the highest levels of CNR1 (the gene
encoding for CB1R) transcription occur in hippocampus, striatum, cortex, and amygdala, with
intermediate levels in cerebellum (4, 5). The level of CB1R expression in human cerebellum (3)
is lower than in primates and rodents, possibly explaining why catalepsy is one of the tetrad of
definitive behaviors seen in rodents exposed to cannabinoids (6) but cannabis-induced catatonia
is rarely observed in humans (7) (Supplemental Figure 1a; follow the Supplemental Materials
link from the Annual Reviews home page at http://www.annualreviews.org). In contrast, CB2R
expression is generally low in the CNS, where it is restricted mostly to microglia, but is high
in peripheral immune cells and tissues (8). Microglial CB2R expression increases dramatically
following neuropathic injury or inflammatory encephalomyelitis (9), which is why CB2R is an
attractive pain management and immune modulatory target, particularly because CB2R agonists
do not induce THC-like psychoactivity (2). Even so, there is some evidence of CB2R expression
in the rodent brain (10), although a consensus on whether CB2R is expressed at a significant
functional level has not yet been achieved. However, several groups have produced data demon-
strating CB2R in different neural tissues and have shown CB2R knockout animals demonstrate
not only altered electrophysiological responses (10a) but also behavioral memory deficits (10b).
Human positron emission tomography (PET) brain imaging studies show negligible, if any,
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CB2R ligand-specific binding in the brain of healthy individuals, which might reflect the poor
sensitivity of these ligands for detecting low levels of CB2R (Supplemental Figure 1b).

The CB1Rs are located primarily on GABAergic and glutamatergic neuronal presynaptic ter-
minals, where they serve to restrict neurotransmitter release and modulate neuronal firing. This
is accomplished by inhibiting the voltage-gated calcium channels that control neurotransmitter
release and by activating inwardly rectifying potassium channels that reduce the probability of neu-
ronal firing (2). Upon CB1R activation, the receptors’ associated G protein subunits uncouple;
these subunits interact with ion channels, thereby modulating protein kinase A (PKA) (by inhibit-
ing cyclic adenosine monophosphate synthesis) and upregulating extracellular signal–regulated
kinase (ERK) pathways (11). Whereas ion channel modulation allows ECBs to very rapidly down-
regulate neuronal circuits, it is the kinases that mediate the long-lasting effects of cannabinoids.
One example is the tolerance that develops with chronic cannabis exposure, which is a function of
CB1R expression downregulation and is modulated by ERK–β-arrestin interactions (12). CB1R
expression is a dynamic event: Soon after the receptors are activated, they are internalized from
the membrane into endosomes. Some of these CB1Rs will return to the membrane, whereas oth-
ers become destined for proteolysis. The balance between the rate of membrane expression and
internalization regulates the number of active receptors on both pre- and postsynaptic membranes
(13) (see the sidebar, Synaptic Distribution of Endocannabinoid Agonists). The ERK stimulation
that follows CB1R activation plays a role in tuning this overall system, which controls CB1R levels
during periods of both high CB1R activation and high synaptic activity (12). Receptor internal-
ization is driven by the binding of β-arrestin to CB1R as soon as the G proteins disassociate, but
the affinity of the interaction between the receptor and β-arrestin determines whether it will be
returned to the membrane or broken down (14). Different CB1R agonists induce varying lev-
els of engagement between the receptor and β-arrestin and therefore are more or less powerful
inducers of CB1R downregulation and tolerance (14). However, the degree to which an agonist
induces a tight bond with β-arrestin may not be related to its relative efficacy at inducing other
CB1R-related downstream signals. For example, THC is not as efficacious as AEA or 2-AG at
activating PKA or ERK pathways (15), but it is significantly more effective at promoting β-arrestin
association, receptor internalization, and ultimately tolerance to its effects (16).

SYNAPTIC DISTRIBUTION OF ENDOCANNABINOID AGONISTS

The synaptic distribution of CB1R is consistent with its role as a retrograde regulator of synaptic signaling. CB1R
expression is high in presynaptic axon membranes and low on postsynaptic dendrites and soma. This polarization is
driven by the push-pull combination of high monoacylglycerol lipase (MGL) levels on axons and high diacylglycerol
lipase (DGL) expression on dendrites and soma (25). The DGL on dendrites maintains a tonic state of CB1R
activation, and because CB1Rs are internalized rapidly once activated (14, 16), DGL is responsible for maintaining
low levels of externalized CB1Rs in the dendrites. In contrast, the high level of MGL expression on presynaptic
axons ensures 2-AG is present only transiently, and thus most of the CB1R population remains externalized on
the plasma membrane (26). Puzzlingly, the enzyme that metabolizes AEA [fatty acid amide hydrolase (FAAH)]
is expressed predominately on the postsynapse (27, 28), whereas an AEA synthetic enzyme [N-acylphosphatidyl-
ethanolamine precursor–D-type phospholipase (NAPE-PLD)] is associated primarily with axons. It is unclear
whether this indicates that AEA exerts an anterograde mode of ECS action or whether the expression pattern
suggests that AEA commonly acts as an endovannilloid (agonist of TRPV1) (29).
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Endocannabinoid Agonists

The two endogenous agonists for cannabinoid receptors, AEA and 2-AG, appear to have both
distinct and overlapping roles. In the striatum, both AEA and 2-AG can induce long-term depres-
sion (LTD) in response to various forms of associative neural activity (17), but in other regions,
some important functions appear to be mediated by a single ECB (see the next section).

State Dependence of the Synthesis and Degradation of Endocannabinoids

Unlike many other transmitters, ECBs are synthesized and secreted on demand (as opposed to
synthesis and storage prior to demand), which indicates that network activity tightly controls (and
in turn is modulated by) the synthesis and elimination of ECBs (18). In other words, ECS sig-
naling is highly dependent on the state of synaptic activity. The degradation pathways of both
AEA and 2-AG are relatively straightforward, but ECB synthesis is more complicated. In the
brain, 2-AG signaling is terminated following cleavage of the glycerol group by monoacylglyc-
erol lipase (MGL), which is responsible for approximately 80% of 2-AG cleavage (19), and by
α/β hydrolase domain 6, which plays a lesser role (20). Cleavage of AEA is analogous, with the
ethanolamide moiety cleaved by fatty acid amide hydrolase (FAAH). The synthesis of 2-AG also
appears to be straightforward: Diacylglycerol (DAG) lipase (DGL) cleaves an acyl group from a
1-acyl 2-arachidonoyl-sn-glycerol precursor in a single step (21). In contrast, two distinct AEA
synthetic pathways have been elucidated, but more remain to be characterized. In one pathway,
AEA is liberated in a single step from an N-acylphosphatidyl-ethanolamine precursor (NAPE) by a
D-type phospholipase (NAPE-PLD). The second pathway is a multistep process in which an A/B-
type phospholipase conducts two rounds of acyl cleavage on a diacyl-NAPE to yield an AEA pre-
cursor (glycerophospho-AEA), from which glycerophosphodiesterase 1 (GDE1) then ultimately
liberates AEA (22). Surprisingly, however, mice that lack both NAPE-PLD and GDE1 retain
most of their capacity to generate AEA, indicating that there are still other pathways that generate
this ECB in the brain (23).

Endocannabinoid Signaling Mechanisms

The best-characterized mode of ECB-mediated signaling is the retrograde release of 2-AG from
the postsynapse, which acts on presynaptic CB1R to suppress neurotransmitter release (see the
sidebar, Synaptic Distribution of Endocannabinoid Agonists) (24). This retrograde 2-AG modula-
tion was discovered as the mechanism underlying an electrophysiological property of GABAergic
synapses known as depolarization-induced suppression of inhibition (DSI) and its glutamatergic
equivalent, depolarization-induced suppression of excitation (DSE) (21).

Control of both DSE and DSI by 2-AG depends more on the rate of depolarization than on
substrate concentration. Especially during strong chains of depolarizing stimuli, calcium accumu-
lates in the postsynapse, and 2-AG is synthesized in response to this accumulation (30). However,
2-AG can also be produced by a second, calcium-independent synthetic mechanism. Metabotropic
glutamate receptors (mGLuRs) and muscarinic acetylcholine receptors can both stimulate 2-AG
synthesis by activating phospholipase Cβ (PLCB), which causes DAG (the DGL substrate) release
from phospholipids (31). This metabotropic release of 2-AG is controlled primarily by availability
of DAG (32), although PLCB is somewhat calcium sensitive and can act as a coincidence detector
for the two pathways (33). Metabotropic receptors are located on the synaptic periphery, and
when extreme synaptic activity causes neurotransmitter spillover from the synapse (34), this path-
way cooperativity, centered on PLCB, allows the ECS to enhance synaptic suppression greatly
(31, 35, 36).
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The duration of DSI/DSE is controlled largely by MGL, which tends to be located on presyn-
aptic neurons (19, 26), although in the hippocampal dentate gyrus, MGL is located exclusively in
perisynaptic astrocytes (37, 38), demonstrating that MGL can be located on astrocytes or neurons.
One study deleted MGL selectively from astrocytes and neurons to examine the relative roles of
these cell types in controlling DSI/DSE (38). In the different regions examined, deletion of MGL
from either astrocytes or neurons did not have a profound effect, but if MGL was deleted from
both cell types, DSI/DSE was increased significantly. This physiological redundancy of MGL
expression illustrates the importance of tight regulation of ECB-mediated neuromodulation.

In most brain regions, both DSI/DSE and mGluR-facilitated suppression of neurotransmission
is mediated almost exclusively by 2-AG (39, 40). Anandamide appears to mediate DSI only in
specialized situations (41), which leaves its role in the ECS open to question. Anandamide is a
partial agonist at CB1R and has been hypothesized to functionally reduce (antagonize) the effect
of 2-AG (42). However, the concentration of 2-AG in the brain is several orders of magnitude
greater than AEA (on the order of nanomoles per gram compared with 10–40 pmol/g, respectively)
(43), whereas their affinity for CB1R is comparable, which suggests the main function of AEA is
not 2-AG antagonism. However, in addition to being a CB1R agonist, AEA is also a TRPV1
agonist (29), and evidence suggests that AEA can suppress 2-AG release via this mechanism (26).
However, the specifics of the inhibitory relationship between AEA and 2-AG synthesis are unclear
in that TRPV1 increases intracellular calcium, and calcium enhances DGL synthesis of 2-AG.
Glutathione has been proposed as a link between AEA and TRPV1 and between 2-AG and DGL,
but glutathione enhances both processes similarly (44). Although the exact mechanism is unclear,
serendipitous data confirm the presence of coordination between 2-AG and AEA (45). In different
studies, researchers knocked out the α and β DGL isoforms (46, 47), which led to an 80% reduction
in 2-AG but also to a 40% reduction in AEA levels. Moreover, in one of the studies, AEA levels
were restored by MGL inhibition (46).

Although the predominant picture of ECB function centers on the retrograde DSI/DSE effects
of 2-AG, evidence suggests AEA can also mediate communication between axons (48). In the
rat nucleus tractus solitarius, activation of presynaptic (but not postsynaptic) NMDA receptors
induces LTD. This presynaptic LTD is CB1R-dependent and is probably due to AEA, in that it
is potentiated by FAAH inhibitors, not perturbed by DGL inhibition and, unlike DSI/DSE, does
not require postsynaptic calcium influx. It is unclear how universally expressed this mechanism is,
but its ultimate effect is similar to DSI, namely a reduction in neurotransmitter release and synaptic
activity. This finding would explain why the AEA synthetic enzyme NAPE-PLD is principally
located presynaptically and not on postsynapse, as one might expect for a retrograde messenger
(see the sidebar, Synaptic Distribution of Endocannabinoid Agonists). In addition, AEA-mediated
axon-axon communication represents a potentially three-dimensional effect (volumetric effect on
a region of synapses), unlike the retrograde DSI, which is contained within individual synapses.

The differences between 2-AG and AEA signaling may be primarily temporal; that is,
2-AG is involved in rapid (phasic) effects on neuroplasticity, whereas AEA imparts longer-term
tonic information—such as setting basal levels of responsivity (24). The exclusivity of 2-AG in
controlling DSI/DSE supports its role in rapid responses (39, 49), and the relative roles of 2-AG
and AEA in stress-induced analgesia may be an example of their temporal differences. In the foot-
shock model of stress-induced analgesia (see the sidebar, Endocannabinoid System Analgesia and
Stress-Pain Interactions), 2-AG levels rise quickly but remain high only momentarily, whereas
AEA levels rise in a slower and somewhat delayed fashion (50) but have a more sustained elevation.
However, other studies have found 2-AG to be involved in tonic as well as phasic neuroplasticity
(26), and 2-AG appears as likely to mediate the behavioral effects described in the next section as
AEA.
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FUNCTIONS OF THE ENDOCANNABINOID SYSTEM
IN STRESS AND REWARD

Among the most studied functions of the ECS in the brain are its effects on reward [via modulation
of dopamine (DA)] (51), cognition and memory [fine-tuning neuronal oscillations and synaptic
plasticity in the prefrontal cortex (PFC) and hippocampal networks] (52), stress regulation (mostly
anxiolytic effects) (53), and pain perception (mostly analgesic effects) (50, 54). In this review, we
focus on the role of the ECS in the regulation of stress and reward and their interactions. The stress
and reward domains are highly interactive and relevant to both the recreational use of cannabis
and its putative therapeutic effects.

Stress Regulation

The brain processes stress to determine the behavioral and physiological responses necessary
to cope with it (55). A major brain component of this system is the hypothalamo-pituitary-
adrenocortical (HPA) axis that mediates autonomic and neuroendocrine responses to stress.
Additionally, the amygdala, extended amygdala [including the bed nucleus of the stria termi-
nalis (BNST)], hippocampus, and PFC also respond to stress and influence behavior and HPA
responses (55).

Several studies have demonstrated the role of ECBs as stress modulators. Knocking out DGLα

in mice resulted in an 80–90% reduction in brain 2-AG levels and led to an anxious phenotype
with reduced fear extinction (46). Similarly, in a rat model of panic, a FAAH inhibitor alleviated
panic responses and a CB1R antagonist exacerbated them, suggesting a role of AEA in panic
control (56). A FAAH inhibitor also increased the rate of fear extinction in a rodent model of
persistent stress disorders (57). It has also been reported that, in humans, individuals with a low-
expressing FAAH allele (385A; rs324420) habituate to threats more rapidly than average and have
low stress reactivity (57). Numerous studies have documented the analgesic role of the ECS and
cannabinoids, and ECBs also mediate stress-induced analgesia (see the sidebar, Endocannabinoid
System Analgesia and Stress-Pain Interactions).

The ECS regulates the various brain regions involved with stress and relevant stress-modulating
molecules [i.e., corticotropin-releasing factor (CRF), glucocorticoids, norepinephrine, and sero-
tonin] (53, 68). All major components of the ECS are expressed prominently in the amygdala,
hippocampus, and PFC, where they modulate stress responses (53). Stress, in turn, modulates
the ECS. Preclinical studies indicate that acute and chronic stress alter CB1R expression level
and increase 2-AG production, although AEA levels are decreased (53). The decreases in AEA
levels upon stress exposure occur rapidly; are mediated in part by CRF stimulation; and con-
tribute to the expression of stress responses, including anxiety behaviors, HPA activation, and
corticosterone release (see the sidebar, Endocannabinoid System Analgesia and Stress-Pain Inter-
actions). However, stress-induced increases in 2-AG in the PFC and paraventricular nucleus of
the hypothalamus are slower and are mediated in part by corticosterone (69) and serve to inhibit
the HPA axis and terminate the stress responses (53). It is postulated that the distinct effects of
AEA and 2-AG ultimately have an inhibitory role on stress: The fast AEA decreases are relevant for
the initiation and manifestation of the effects of stress, whereas the slower increase in 2-AG ulti-
mately tempers and terminates the stress responses (53). This is an example wherein the purported
predominant involvement of 2-AG in phasic and AEA in tonic responses does not apply.

A human brain imaging study found significant increases in CB1R levels in the brain of patients
with posttraumatic stress disorder (PTSD) (greater in females than males) and reduced plasma
AEA levels (70). Consistent with these findings, a study in adults with diverse trauma-related psy-
chopathologies showed that increased CB1R in amygdala was associated with increased attentional
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ENDOCANNABINOID SYSTEM ANALGESIA AND STRESS-PAIN INTERACTIONS

The ECS modulates analgesia through both central and peripheral mechanisms (58, 59). Reduced heat sensitivity is
an example of 2-AG–mediated central analgesia (signaling through the mGluR pathway) (54), as is AEA-mediated
analgesia in inflammatory allodynia (60). However, the deletion of CB1R from peripheral neurons has shown
that peripheral ECS sets basal sensitivity to a wide range of painful stimuli (59), and locally applied AEA and
N-palmitoyl-ethanolamine—CB1R and CB2R agonists, respectively—can affect locally induced pain (61).

The ECS also plays a role in stress-induced analgesia. Mild electric foot shock induces analgesia and increases
2-AG and AEA in the periaqueductal gray, a key pain modulatory center. Furthermore, this analgesia is increased
by MGL and FAAH inhibitors and blocked by a CB1R antagonist (50). As with heat sensitivity, foot shock–induced
2-AG synthesis appears to occur via postsynaptic mGluR activation (54) rather than through DSI/DSE phenomena.

The ECS also appears to modulate the risk of developing a neuropsychiatric disorder such as anxiety or depression
as a result of extreme or unabated stress (62). For example, in a sciatic nerve ligation model, both Cb1−/− and wild-
type mice develop allodynia, but Cb1−/− mice also develop long-lasting anxiety and depression-related behaviors
(63), a result consistent with the roles of the ECS in moderating the intertwined pain and anxiety/mood responses.

Finally, the ECS also reduces anxiety and pain caused by everyday stress, such as that seen during and following
prolonged exercise. Conditional Cb1−/− mice do not develop exercise-induced anxiolysis and pain insensitivity,
unlike wild-type mice given extensive access to a running wheel (64). Similarly, humans exposed to moderately
strenuous exercise demonstrate an opioid-independent antinociceptive effect and increased plasma levels of 2-AG
and AEA (65). Another study also showed increased plasma AEA levels after 60 min of moderate exercise and the
following 15 min recovery period, whereas neither 2-AG nor endorphin levels were affected (66). Notably, however,
the correlation between plasma ECB levels and brain concentrations is uncertain (67).

bias to threats, whereas greater AEA plasma levels were associated with decreased bias (71). These
studies postulated that the increases in CB1R probably reflect reduced receptor internalization
because of the low tone of AEA stimulation, an example of the tight coordination of CB1R ex-
pression as a function of stimulation level (see the section titled Receptors). Similarly, a preclinical
stress study found that THC treatment was acutely effective as an anxiolytic, but the therapeutic
effect did not continue with chronic administration because of CB1R downregulation (72).

Regulation of Reward and Interaction with Stress

The involvement of the ECS in reward processing has been studied extensively (see
References 51 and 73 for reviews). ECBs regulate reward seeking by modulating DA signaling in
the ventral tegmental area (VTA) (74), a central component of the brain reward system. CB1R
blockade in the VTA reduces reward seeking dramatically, whereas augmenting 2-AG (but not
AEA) increases it (75). The 2-AG synthetic enzyme DGLα is expressed in VTA dopaminergic and
nondopaminergic neurons in opposition to CB1R-expressing glutamate and GABA terminals (76),
which is consistent with 2-AG’s involvement in regulating VTA function through modulation of
glutamate and GABA release (77). Burst firing of DA neurons, driven by glutamate excitation
of DA cells, results in larger levels of DA being released in the nucleus accumbens (NAc) (78),
which is essential to the reinforcing and conditioning effects of rewarding stimuli, including those
induced by drugs. The burst firing of DA neurons enhances retrograde ECS modulation of its
synaptic inputs (79), thus modulating the levels of DA released into the NAc (75). In addition,
the ECS also modulates glutamate projections into the NAc, possibly those arising from PFC,
an additional mechanism by which the ECS regulates DA release in the NAc (78). In the NAc,
DA influences the motivation for reward seeking, integrating convergent cortical, hippocampal,
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ENDOCANNABINOID SYSTEM, SOCIAL REWARD, AND OXYTOCIN

The ECS is implicated in the modulation of social rewards, including those needed for bonding. When mice are
isolated and then resocialized, AEA increases in brain regions involved with reward and emotion or mood (the NAc
and ventral hippocampus, respectively). FAAH−/− mice show increased sociability, which is inhibited by treatment
with CB1R antagonists (83). The increases in AEA induced by socialization are stimulated by activation of oxytocin
receptors (OTRs), and an OTR antagonist blocks both socialization and the AEA increase. Furthermore, the OTR
antagonist does not reduce sociability in the presence of a FAAH inhibitor or in FAAH−/− mice. The exact coupling
between OTRs and AEA synthesis is not yet known, but the data suggest OTR activation is upstream of increased
AEA availability, which is upstream of social reward. This convergence of the ECB and oxytocin systems in social
reward also extends to maternal care, in that hippocampal CB1R and OTR expression is higher in mouse dams
than in unmated females, but not in Cb1−/− females that are less attentive to their pups (84). In addition to social
bonding and rewarding effects, oxytocin also exhibits antihyperalgesic effects that are partially mediated via CB1R
activation (85).

and amygdalar inputs (80). The ECS is involved in the motivational aspects of reward-directed
behavior for palatable foods (81), cannabis and other drugs of abuse (including alcohol, opiates,
cocaine, and nicotine) (51, 73), social rewards (see the sidebar, Endocannabinoid System, Social
Reward, and Oxytocin), sexual behaviors (82), and cue-motivated behaviors (75). Recent work also
suggests it plays a role in reward associated with physical activity (64, 66).

The reward system is also involved in motivating behaviors to avoid aversive states. DA levels
in the NAc are decreased by stress, aversive stimuli, or withdrawal from drugs or palatable foods
(reviewed in Reference 51). Repeated drug exposures result in blunted signaling in DA reward cir-
cuits, along with an enhanced sensitivity of stress circuits that involve enhanced signaling through
CRF and dynorphin and contribute to the negative mood states in addiction (86). Recent stud-
ies have shown neuroadaptations in the ECS with chronic exposure to drugs, including cannabis
(reviewed in Reference 51), that suggest reductions in ECS signaling might also contribute to the
enhanced sensitivity to stress and negative mood states in addiction (87).

The stress and reward networks are highly interactive, and ECBs modulate these interactions.
Specifically, the ECS influences the responses of the reward circuitry to stress by modulating
the stress-induced changes in sensitivity to natural rewards that can result in anhedonia when
stress becomes chronic. The ECS also enhances the incentive salience of strong rewards that, with
chronic stress, can increase the vulnerability to drug use. Pharmacological or genetic manipulations
of ECB signaling, through CB1R, can modify these stress-induced changes in the reward circuitry
(53).

One mechanism by which ECS affects stress-reward interactions involves the prefrontal BNST
circuitry, which is crucial to stress responses. The PFC projects to the VTA, exciting DA cell firing,
and CB1Rs in the BNST control this PFC-mediated excitation. Infusion of a CB1R agonist into the
BNST inhibits excitation of VTA DA cells evoked by PFC stimulation (88), and neuroadaptations
in this circuit with chronic nicotine exposures have been proposed to contribute to drug taking
and relapse (89).

Considering the prominent links between the stress and reward systems and the behav-
ioral actions of the ECS (Figure 1), it is tempting to hypothesize that the ECS and DA sys-
tems play similar but distinct roles along a related continuum between distress and well-being
(Figure 2). In this model, we postulate that the ECS plays a prominent role in modulating the
behavioral stress/anxiety to calmness/contentedness axis, whereas DA is prominent in the related
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Figure 1
Diagram of the interactions between stress and reward circuits. Several brain regions are implicated in the
interacting networks that respond to stress and reward. They include corticolimbic regions involved in stress
responses (red ), the hypothalamo-pituitary-adrenocortical (HPA) axis (orange), and brain regions involved
with reward (brown). Key brain regions mediating stress responses include the basolateral amygdala (BLA);
the central nucleus of the amygdala (CeA); the bed nucleus of the stria terminalis (BNST); the ventral
hippocampus (vHipp); the prefrontal cortex (PFC) ( yellow); and the hypothalamus (HYP), which activates
the HPA axis via release of corticotropin-releasing factor (CRF) that stimulates adrenocorticotropic
hormone (ACTH) by the pituitary (PIT) that then stimulates corticosterone (CORT) release by the adrenals
(ADR). Key reward-processing regions include the ventral tegmental area (VTA), where the dopamine (DA)
neurons are located; the nucleus accumbens (NAc) in the ventral striatum; and the dorsomedial (DM) and
dorsolateral (DL) aspects of the dorsal striatum, which integrate subcortical inputs from the VTA and
substantia nigra compacta (SNc) with cortical inputs (as well as limbic and thalamic inputs), which then send
projections back into the cortex via the thalamus. In addition, the locus coeruleus (LC) sends noradrenergic
projections ( gray) to the amygdala, modulating stress responses, and the dorsal raphe (DR) ( gray) sends
glutamatergic projections to the VTA and serotonergic (5-HT) projections to the BNST, modulating stress
and reward responses. The BLA, which plays a central role in stress responses, is reciprocally connected with
PFC and vHipp and is greatly affected by excitatory projections from these regions while it sends
predominantly unidirectional outputs to the NAc, BNST, and CeA. The BNST and the hypothalamus send
projections to the VTA that influence DA neuronal firing. This is a selective diagram of projections that are
relevant for the stress-reward interaction and is not meant to offer a comprehensive description of all
anatomical connections. The numbered circles illustrate some of the key points along this complex
regulatory network that have been shown to be modulated by the ECS. See Supplemental References for
specific citations. Although not directly implicated in fear conditioning, projections from BLA to VTA and
from CeA to SN have been described (164, 165). Other abbreviations: 5-HT, 5-hydroxytryptamine; GLU,
glutamate; NE, norepinephrine; NTS, nucleus tractus solitarius.

motivational axis that runs from avoidance/anhedonia to motivation/reward. The two systems do
communicate with each other, such as via CB1R expression on DA D1 receptor–expressing neu-
rons, wherein Cb1 deletion results in a fearful phenotype with attenuated fear extinction (90), or
on DA D2 receptor–expressing neurons, wherein cannabinoid and dopamine receptors regulate
each other’s expression (91). Given the greater ability of THC to downregulate CB1R expression
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Figure 2
The stress and reward networks are highly interactive, and endocannabinoids modulate these interactions.
The endocannabinoid system (ECS), dopamine (DA) system, and hypothalamo-pituitary-adrenocortical axis
help establish the balance between distress (red ) and well-being ( green) gradients. Interaction with friends
and family, exercise, and cannabis intoxication can result in a sought-after state of calmness or
contentedness. This state is mediated by the interactive anxiolytic effects of increased cannabinoid and
oxytocin receptor activation, together with the rewarding effects of elevated dopamine. Conversely, the
persistent distress associated with stress exposure, social deprivation, and cannabis withdrawal results from
the anxiogenic effects of lower ECS tone, partially mediated by stress hormone release
(corticotropin-releasing factor and dynorphin) and reduced dopamine levels.

in striatal neurons relative to that of ECBs (16), one could speculate that the extent and nature
of ECS-DA interactions would differ in individuals with different cannabis use trajectories, with
different risks for mental illnesses, or even at different stages of development.

ENDOCANNABINOID SYSTEM–CANNABIS INTERACTIONS

The main psychoactive constituent of cannabis, THC, has generated significant interest as a
potential therapeutic, as has the minor constituent cannabidiol (CBD). However, CBD has a
much lower affinity for CB1R than THC [1.5–3 μM versus 20–50 nM, respectively (2)] and is
present at a much lower concentration in recreational cannabis (<0.5% versus >10%) (Figure 3).
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Figure 3
Average cannabinoid concentration of cannabis samples confiscated by the US Drug Enforcement
Administration from 1995 to 2014 (163). Abbreviations: CBD, cannabidiol; THC, �9-tetrahydrocannabinol.
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ROLE OF THE ENDOCANNABINOID SYSTEM IN BRAIN DEVELOPMENT

The various components of the ECS (CB1R, AEA, 2-AG, and their synthetic and hydrolytic enzymes) appear in
the very early stages of development (96). The regional brain distribution of CB1R during early development is
similar to that in adults (97), with high levels in basal ganglia; limbic, cortical, and cerebellar regions; and in the
white matter of the developing brain (98).

The ECS regulates interneuron migration, morphogenesis, and cell fate regulation (99, 100). In developing
neurons, the ECS modulates axonal elongation (101) and guidance (102). Signaling at both CB1R and CB2R
influences neural progenitor expansion (100, 103) and neuronal migration (104). The ECS is also involved in
synaptogenesis (105) and microtubule turnover during directional axonal growth (106).

Few studies have evaluated the consequences of fetal THC exposure on the human brain. Consistent with
preclinical data (107), studies in human fetuses suggest that cannabis exposure in utero can interfere with the proper
development and regulation of the mesolimbic DA system in children (108) and with axonal connections between
neurons in utero (106).

Other recent studies have demonstrated that adolescents are particularly sensitive to chronic THC exposure,
with females responding differently than males, often exhibiting more profound and longer-lasting effects. Chronic
THC exposure downregulates CB1R and induces changes in the volume of adolescent hippocampi in both sexes,
but these effects are greater in young females (108a, 108b). This is consistent with the broader emerging literature
demonstrating sex differences in the effects of THC exposure (108c, 108d).

Finally, the ECS may be generally implicated in adolescent behavior (109). Specifically, a gain-of-function
mutation in CB1R leads to an adolescent-like phenotype in adult rats that includes increased peer interaction,
enhanced impulsivity, high-risk and novelty-seeking behaviors, and increased sensitivity for drug and nondrug
rewards.

Limited clinical studies demonstrating pharmacological effects of CBD against social anxiety (92)
and intractable epilepsy (93) have reported effects at CBD doses exceeding 200 mg/day (usually
300–600 mg/day), which means that, with the exception of some CBD oil extracts, the amount
of CBD in most cannabis products is pharmacologically negligible. The rewarding and negative
effects of cannabis are primarily due to THC, and, not surprisingly, the negative effects are more
likely to be observed with regular use or in developing brains (e.g., from fetal to young adult) (see
the sidebar, Role of the Endocannabinoid System in Brain Development) (94). Consumption of
high-potency cannabis has been associated with a greater risk of negative effects (e.g., psychosis,
addiction, car accidents), although the increased toxicity may be somewhat offset by experienced
users inhaling lower smoke volumes when using high potency cannabis (self-titration) (95).

Investigations have produced a picture of the various ways in which THC affects synaptic
function and plasticity (110). A chief mechanism whereby THC affects network activity stems
from its ability to inhibit release of both GABA and glutamate throughout the brain (76, 77).
It is also likely that some of the adaptive phenomena triggered by chronic THC stem partly
from downregulation of CB1R in brain regions involved in reward, memory, cognition, and
emotions (72). For example, a recent study found that chronic administration of THC led to a
dose-dependent reduction in hippocampal CB1R expression and a concomitantly lower efficacy
of cannabinoids modulating GABA release (13). It took several weeks of THC-free recovery for
CB1R to return to basal levels. It follows that chronic THC use would homeostatically increase
FAAH activity, but a recent PET study revealed the reverse to be true. The reasons are unclear
(110a).
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Cannabis Effects in the Human Brain: Consequences to Behavior
and Psychopathology

Acute cannabis intoxication produces changes in a wide variety of behavioral, cognitive, and motor
functions (111), but there are also indirect consequences of cannabis use. Particularly significant
are the effects of THC on motor coordination (probably due to effects on cerebellar fine motor
coordination) (112), which at least partially explain cannabis-associated risk of traffic accidents
and fatalities (113). The motor-coordinating impairments from cannabis are temporary and do
not persist after intoxication subsides, even though brain imaging studies show the cerebellum to
be structurally and functionally disrupted in cannabis abusers (114–118). Acute cannabis exposure
also interferes with cognitive operations such as memory, disrupting both information encoding
and short-term recall (119, 120). The extent to which the cognitive deficits persist after cannabis
detoxification continues to be debated (121), but even temporary disruption of memory and learn-
ing in cannabis-using adolescents could interfere with their educational performance (122).

The most frequent negative effect of chronic cannabis exposure is addiction. Approximately 9%
of those exposed to cannabis will become addicted (cannabis use disorder as per DSM-5), and this
estimate rises to 16% when cannabis use is initiated during adolescence and 50% when cannabis
is used daily (123). Based on epidemiological data, researchers have proposed that cannabis might
be a gateway drug that facilitates the rewarding effects of other drugs (124). However, although
cannabis use frequently precedes the abuse of other drugs, this could reflect common vulnerability
factors for substance use disorders in general and the easier access to cannabis relative to other
illicit substances. Because the ECS modulates brain reward systems, neuroadaptations triggered
by early exposure to cannabis could alter the ECS and prime the brain to the rewarding effects
of other drugs (51). Indeed, the ECS participates in the orchestration of such effects for many
different drugs, including nicotine, alcohol, cocaine, and opioids such as heroin (51), and in the
neuroadaptations associated with their chronic use (87). In humans, brain CB1Rs are downregu-
lated not just in cannabis abusers (5, 125) but also in alcoholics (126), although one study reported
CB1R upregulation in alcoholics (127).

The potential for chronic cannabis exposure to produce psychopathology other than addic-
tion, particularly its potential role in anxiety disorders and schizophrenia, is an area of debate.
Cannabis use represents a risk factor for precipitating certain types of psychopathology (128),
possibly because of its modulatory role in neurotransmission. Additionally, the ECS also plays a
prominent role in managing neuronal synchrony (129), which might be relevant to its association
with psychoses. Endocannabinoids optimize inhibitory and excitatory balance in a state-dependent
manner (130), and THC perturbs this balance. For example, cannabis use induces disruptions in
γ and θ bands of brain-wave activity that resemble those found in psychotic patients (131, 132). In
addition, magnetic resonance imaging studies have found several brain regions with high CB1R
whose volumes are reduced in cannabis users. Not surprisingly, they include regions involved
in emotions (amygdala and hippocampus) and executive function (PFC) that are known to play
prominent roles in the neuropathology of PTSD and schizophrenia. Thus, one could specu-
late that cannabis-induced atrophy in these brain regions could exacerbate psychopathology in
PTSD and schizophrenia. Although some researchers have documented that these volume reduc-
tions persist after long periods of abstinence (116), others have failed to find such changes (133).
Changes in brain connectivity (structural and functional) that are relevant to psychopathology
have also been reported in cannabis abusers. Specifically, the reduced neuronal connectivity in
the PFC and in subcortical networks reported in adults who smoked cannabis during adolescence
(134) could exacerbate the impairments in executive function in schizophrenia and the impaired
emotional regulation in PTSD. In juxtaposition to these findings, functional deficits have been
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reported by imaging studies that measured brain activation in response to specific emotional
tasks that are opposite to those seen in patients with PTSD. Specifically, the decreased activation
of the anterior cingulate and amygdala to masked affective stimuli (happy and fearful faces) in
cannabis abusers, which is consistent with an attenuated reactivity to affective stimuli (135), is op-
posite to the enhanced reactivity reported in PTSD (136). The findings in schizophrenia showed
mixed results, documenting both reduced as well as enhanced activation to emotional stimuli
(137).

Studies using PET have also allowed us to investigate changes in neurotransmitters that are
relevant to mental illnesses. For example, PET studies have shown that cannabis abusers have a
reduced capacity to synthesize DA in their brain, which was associated with reduced motivation
(138) and apathy (139) and with decreased DA release that was associated with negative symptoms
(140). These findings suggest that downregulation of DA signaling could underlie the amotivation
syndrome and negative emotionality associated with chronic cannabis use (121) and thus exacer-
bate mood and negative symptoms in patients with schizophrenia. A study of individuals at high
risk for schizophrenia reported that those who were cannabis abusers showed stress-induced DA
reductions in striatum, whereas noncannabis users showed DA increases (125, 141). Although one
could interpret these findings as an indication that cannabis might normalize the enhanced brain
DA release reported in schizophrenia (142), one has to consider that enhanced striatal DA signaling
is associated with the early stages of schizophrenia, along with the occurrence of positive symptoms
(hallucinations and delusions), whereas reduced DA signaling in the PFC is associated with the
later stages of schizophrenia, along with negative symptoms (poverty of thought, anhedonia, and
concreteness) (143). Thus, in this context, the effects of cannabis are expected to differ when con-
sumed in the early and later stages (144) of the condition and might accelerate the progression of the
disorder (145). PET studies of CB1R levels are also relevant, and imaging and postmortem studies
have shown, more or less consistently, that these levels are increased in PTSD and schizophrenia.
Because CB1Rs are downregulated by ECBs as well as by cannabinoid agonists, the findings of
CB1R increases in PTSD could reflect reduced ECB signaling resulting in reduced CB1R in-
ternalization (70, 146), which could help explain the anecdotal reports of amelioration of PTSD
symptoms with cannabis intoxication. However, chronic cannabis consumption is associated with
low CB1R levels (5, 125), presumably from increased internalization, which could explain the re-
covery of CB1R after one month of cannabis detoxification (125). Thus, although acute cannabis
use could help compensate temporarily for the ECB deficits and ameliorate symptoms in PTSD,
the eventual downregulation of CB1R with chronic use could result in symptom exacerbation
when users are not under the influence of THC. Imaging studies in schizophrenia patients have
reported an upregulation of CB1R. In schizophrenia, the high CB1R levels do not seem to reflect
reduced internalization, as studies have reported high concentrations of AEA and 2-AG in the cere-
brospinal fluid of patients with this disease (147). Increased ECB signaling, alongside high CB1R
levels, could explain the exacerbation of psychosis associated with cannabis consumption (121).

ENDOCANNABINOID SYSTEM AND MENTAL ILLNESS:
THERAPEUTIC POTENTIAL

Given the complex and ubiquitous role of the ECS in brain function, it is not surprising that an
increasing number of psychiatric disorders, including substance use disorders (148), are becoming
linked to various aspects of ECS dysregulation.

The role of the ECS in downregulating hypersensitized stress systems, including those that
interact with the reward neurocircuitry, may be the key to understanding its involvement in a
host of psychiatric disorders. An impaired capacity to modulate stress reactivity is relevant for
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schizophrenia, depression, bipolar disorder (149), PTSD, and other anxiety disorders and addic-
tion. ECS regulation of the reward system is directly relevant not only to substance use disorders
and drug relapse behavior (87) but also to eating disorders [anorexia nervosa (150) and binge eat-
ing disorders] and certain instances of obesity (51). Specifically, an impaired modulation by ECBs
of the sensitized (heightened) responses to conditioned stimuli (or to stress) could contribute to
relapse and compulsive drug taking. The reported ECS system abnormalities that occur in these
disorders may represent compensatory changes as the brain attempts to buffer hyperstimulated
networks. If so, then the ECS would represent a new point of vulnerability for these disorders,
a notion that would be consistent with the genetic associations that have been reported between
genetic polymorphisms in the ECS and stress and reward response disorders (Supplemental
Table 1). This reconceptualization also marks the ECS as a viable target for the development of
therapeutics for these disorders.

Cannabis and the ECS have long been seen as targets for the development of medications for the
treatment of many psychiatric disorders (e.g., PTSD, anxiety, depression, addiction, schizophre-
nia, attention deficit hyperactivity disorder) (151). Of particular interest has been the potential
for the treatment of anxiety disorders such as PTSD. This hypothesis is further strengthened by a
vast amount of anecdotal stories and case reports, often presented as so-called evidence that smok-
ing cannabis can dramatically reduce PTSD-related flashbacks, panic attacks, and self-mutilation
(152). There are also reports that smoking cannabis can relieve stress or insomnia in a population
consisting mostly of chronic pain sufferers (153). However, when considering cannabis (or other
orthosteric CB1R agonists) for the treatment of PTSD, other anxiety disorders, or depression-
related stress (154), it should be remembered that repeated use of such medications is bound
to downregulate CB1R expression (125). Such reduction in CB1R expression would result in
tolerance to the medication effects (72, 155), thus increasing the risk for depression (156) and
perpetuating cannabis dependence (154, 157). As of now, no reported randomized controlled
trials have shown benefits of cannabis in anxiety disorders, including PTSD, depression, or ad-
diction. Another significant problem with cannabis-based medicinal preparations is the difficulty
associated with the production of standardized medications from plant extracts that are acceptable
to the US Food and Drug Administration (FDA). One company has generated such a purified
THC/CBD product (nabiximols, approved in Canada and Europe and on fast track by FDA), and
two synthetic cannabinoids (dronabinol and nabilone) have made it into the US pharmacopeia.
However, whether herbal cannabis, a purified extract, or a synthetic cannabinoid, the same issue
faces all cannabinoid drugs: Namely, orthosteric agonists are not state dependent. Orthosteric
agonists activate CB1R without regard to the location of the synapse in which it resides or the
timing of the signaling inhibition. The same problem exists with CB1R antagonists such as ri-
monabant, which showed efficacy in diminishing obesity and could have been a viable strategy
to treat drug addictions. Unfortunately, rimonabant is also state insensitive, resulting in a lack of
subtlety and excessive hedonic pathway inhibition, which resulted in some weight loss but also in
negative affect and even suicidal ideation.

A different, more rational strategy would entail the modulation of ECB concentrations by
reducing their rate of metabolism or synthesis, thereby affecting neurotransmission in a more
subtle manner than exogenous orthosteric ligands. In animal models, manipulation of ECB
metabolism has provided good examples of the potential for beneficial effects that are intrin-
sic to the ECS for modulating anxiety, pain, stress responses, and stress-induced analgesia (46,
50, 54, 56, 60, 158). Clinical studies of FAAH inhibitors, which increase AEA availability, are
more advanced than for MGL inhibitors that are only just starting to undergo clinical testing.
The Pfizer drug PF-04457845 and Janssen compound JNJ-42165279 are FAAH inhibitors that
have been demonstrated to be safe in humans (http://clinicaltrials.gov identifiers NCT00836082
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and NCT01964651) and have been examined for pain (NCT00981357), anxiety and depression
(NCT02498392), and cannabis withdrawal (NCT01618656) in clinical efficacy trials. Unfortu-
nately, in January 2016, the future of FAAH inhibitors was put into question owing to the death of
a participant and brain damage to four of six subjects in a cohort exposed to the FAAH inhibitor
BIA 10-2474 in a first-in-human research study. The report from the French National Agency for
Medicines and Health Products Safety issued on March 7, 2016, noted that the symptoms were all
similar, rapid onset, and appeared to affect only the CNS, particularly the hippocampus and pons,
in a manner distinct from that seen previously in any known disease or toxicity. The report noted
that BIA 10-2474 has a relatively low affinity for FAAH compared to previously tested compounds
and therefore may be more likely to exhibit off-target effects. BIA 10-2474 was dosed at levels
considerably higher than needed to completely (and irreversibly) block FAAH, in a study design
that was surprising given that significant preclinical toxicity had been observed at high doses. In
August 2016, an FDA safety review concluded that “BIA 10-2474 exhibits a unique toxicity that
does not extend to other drugs in the class” (158a). It is hoped, therefore, that the pharmaceutical
industry will continue to view enzymatic components of the ECB system as viable therapeutic
targets.

Allosteric modulation of CB1R is another pharmacological approach that maintains the state
dependencies of the ECS. An allosteric ligand binds to the receptor at a site distinct from that of
orthosteric agonists but exerts no effect unless an orthosteric agonist is present (159). Allosteric
modulators simply enhance or inhibit receptor responses to ECBs and so maintain the state
dependence of the ECS. Currently, there is considerable interest in developing GPCR allosteric
modulator medications, but in the case of CB1R, the field is in its infancy (15). However, the
positive allosteric CB1R modulator ZCZ011 has been shown to be antinociceptive without being
reinforcing (160), whereas the negative allosteric modulator pregnenolone reduces some of the
behavioral effects of THC (161). The pharmaceutical company Aelis Farma is currently using the
pregnenolone pharmacophore to develop medications to treat cannabis abuse disorder.

Finally, functionally selective (biased) agonists represent another attractive strategy to phar-
macologically target the ECS. Agonists such as THC and AEA are only partial agonists, i.e., the
maximal effect that THC or AEA can exert on G protein activation is less than the maximal ef-
fect exerted by other cannabinoids (2). Recently, it has become clear that the ratio of two drugs’
efficacy could differ depending on the endpoint being measured and the cell type being evaluated
(162). This has raised the possibility of developing medications that are more or less efficacious at
activating different pathways, such as a drug with low activity on β-arrestin recruitment (16) that
may result in a slower rate of tolerance development (12). Simple biased agonists still suppress the
subtle state dependence of ECB release in one synapse versus another; some such biased allosteric
modulators have already been identified. Although work in this field is still in its infancy, it offers
the exciting possibility of developing compounds that have both state dependence and pathway
selectivity (15).

CONCLUSIONS

Cannabis has been used for centuries across the globe. However, the recent changes in laws
regarding legalization of recreational or medicinal cannabis, along with the availability of cannabis
with increasingly higher THC levels (94, 163) (Figure 3), are generating a sense of urgency for
understanding the potential adverse effects of cannabis exposure as well as its purportedly medicinal
actions. Although many studies have been published on deleterious effects of chronic cannabis
vis-á-vis cognition, emotion, and psychiatric symptoms, the findings are inconsistent, which has
made it easier for proponents of cannabis legalization to dismiss them and wrongly claim that
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cannabis use has no harmful effects. At the same time, major advances in our understanding of
ECS neurobiology have opened exciting new opportunities for the development of novel, smarter
medications for psychiatric and neurological disorders.
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